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The network coding based applications are vulnerable to possible malicious pollution
attacks. Signature schemes have been well-recognized as the most effective approach to
address this security issue. However, existing homomorphic signature schemes for net-
work coding either incur high transmission/computation overhead, or are vulnerable to
random forgery attacks. In this paper, we propose a novel dynamic-identity based signature
scheme for network coding by signing linear vector subspaces. The scheme can rapidly
detect/drop the packets that are generated from pollution attacks, and efficiently thwart
random forgery attack. By employing fast packet-based and generation-based batch verifi-
cation approaches, a forwarding node can verify multiple received packets synchronously
with dramatically reduced total verification cost. In addition, the proposed scheme pro-
vides one-way identity authentication without requiring any extra secure channels or sep-
arate certificates, so that the transmission cost can be significantly reduced. Simulation
results demonstrate the practicality and efficiency of the proposed schemes.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Network coding, as an efficient means of information
dissemination, is a promising approach in many practical
network applications, such as traditional multicast or
broadcast networks [1], wireless sensor networks [2,3],
and peer-to-peer content distribution networks [4–7]. Net-
work coding was first introduced in [8] as an alternative to
the traditional routing networks, and it has been shown
that random linear coding can achieve the optimal
throughput for multicast [1,9] and even unicast transmis-
sions [10,11].

Unlike the traditional forwarding approach which
requires duplicating every input message, network coding
allows each intermediate node to encode packets en-route.
. All rights reserved.
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Therefore, each output message sent to the downlink can
be linear combination of input messages received from
the uplinks, as illustrated in Fig. 1 [16]. Generally, network
coding system consists of the transmission, encoding, and
re-encoding of messages at intermediate nodes, such that
the encoded messages can be decoded at their final
destinations.

A primary benefit of network coding is that it can im-
prove throughput and minimize the transmission delay
of a network. Another compelling benefit is its robustness
and adaptability. Practical network coding techniques,
such as random linear coding, packet tagging, and buffer-
ing, allow the encoding and decoding to proceed in a dis-
tributed manner, even if asynchronous packets arrive and
depart in arbitrarily varying rate, delay, and loss. Thus, net-
work coding is well suited for dynamic network scenarios,
where nodes only have partial information about the glo-
bal network topology. In addition, network coding can
minimize the amount of energy required per packet multi-
cast in wireless networks.
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Fig. 1. Coding at network node.
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However, network coding may face potential security
threats due to open multi-hop communications and the
packet encoding at intermediate forwarders. Since network
coding involves mixing of packet inside the network, sev-
eral primary types of attacks, pollution attacks, random forg-
ery attacks [38], and entropy attacks [5], are particularly
relevant to network coding. The pollution attack is origi-
nated from any malicious behaviors of un-trusted forward-
ers or adversaries, such as injecting polluted information,
modifying and replaying the disseminated messages,
which could be fatal to the whole networks. Although this
may also occur in a traditional network system without
network coding, its effect is far more serious with network
coding. If a junk message is mixed by a forwarder, the out-
put messages of the forwarder will be contaminated. Such
polluted messages should be detected and filtered as early
as possible, since they may spread to all downstream
nodes by re-encoding junk messages. The random forgery
attack is related to homomorphic signature function itself.
Jognson et al. [38] conclude that for an additive homomor-
phic signature function defined on the lattice L ¼ ðZ=mZÞd,
if an adversary can derive signature Sigðx1Þ; . . . ; SigðxdÞ,
where x1; . . . ; xd are a basis for L, then it can launch success-
ful random forgery attacks to the additive homomorphic
signature function. The entropy attack can be considered
as a special replay attack, where an adversary may use
‘‘stale” encoded packet vectors to forge non-innovative
packets that are trivial linear combinations of existing
packets at the forwarders. Although entropy attack does
not destroy the linear algebraic constraint conditions be-
tween the original packet and the appended encoding vec-
tor, it reduces the decoding opportunities at sinks and the
overall throughput rate. How to thwart entropy attacks ex-
ceeds the scope of this paper, which we have explored at
length in [36].

For secure network coding, it is prerequisite to achieve
efficient message integrity and validity. The non-
cryptography based schemes [14,15] can only detect or
filter out polluted messages at the sinks, but not at the for-
warders. A well-recognized cryptography-based solution is
to sign each message with a signature. However, the tradi-
tional hash function based signature schemes may be
unsuitable for network coding, since the original source
signatures can be destroyed by the subsequent encoding
process, which is performed at each forwarder. The basic
idea in existing cryptography-based schemes is to detect
each packet before it gets mixed into the buffer, including
a homomorphic hash scheme [5], a homomorphic signa-
ture scheme [12], and a secure random checksum scheme
[5]. These solutions either require an extra secure channel
[5], incur high computation overhead due to not support-
ing batch verification [12], suffer from relatively high extra
transmission overhead [5,39], endure weak scalability
[12,39], or are vulnerable to the random forgery attack
[12,13], by which an adversary may arbitrarily forge signa-
tures for a given message if sufficient signatures of ‘‘stale”
messages are collected [38]. Recently, Yu et al. [13] pro-
pose an efficient homomorphic signature scheme based
on the RSA signature scheme, with which the forwarders
can achieve efficient verification at the expense of in-
creased transmission overhead, since the size of a RSA sig-
nature is typically very large in the order of hundreds of
bytes. Zhao et al. [39] also present a novel signature
scheme for network coding by authenticating the vector
sub-space. The significant drawback in this scheme is that
the size of both the public signature information and pub-
lic keys is at least the square root of the file size. Moreover,
the scheme is not efficient for distributing multiple files
with the same public key, which significantly impairs the
system scalability. Finally, to calculate the public signature
information, the scheme requires the source to buffer the
entire file in advance. Therefore the scheme is not suitable
for streaming live data, which are generated on-the-fly.
These aforementioned deficiencies motivate us to explore
a more efficient and scalable scheme for securing network
coding.

In this paper, we propose an efficient dynamic-identity
based signature scheme for secure network coding, which
features the following notable properties: (1) Efficiency:
The proposed signature scheme can support fast identity-
based batch verification, and rapid signature generation
for the output packets. By employing two optimized verifi-
cation techniques, packet-based and generation-based
batch verification methods, a node can quickly verify mul-
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tiple received packets in batch such that the total verifica-
tion cost can be dramatically reduced. Thus the proposed
scheme effectively eliminates the performance bottleneck
due to the greatly reduced computational overhead at for-
warders. Moreover, with identity-based signature, both
certificate management cost and the transmission over-
head can be significantly reduced; (2) Security: To address
the security and robustness of our scheme, a Multi-level
Binary Authentication Tree (M-BAT) approach is proposed
for detecting pollution attacks. In addition, with the one-
way dynamic-identity based signature function, the scheme
can efficiently thwart random forgery attack, which exists
in most of reported homomorphic signature schemes for
network coding. The proposed scheme also does not need
any extra secure channel, and provides source authentica-
tion via one-way identity hash-chain. (3) Scalability: In
the proposed scheme, the signature keys can be updated
with one-way pseudo-identity refreshing in a natural
way, while the public keys keep invariant. Therefore, the
proposed scheme is more efficient for transmitting live
data or distributing multiple files with the same public
keys. Such features effectively improve deployment scala-
bility of the proposed scheme.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, preliminaries related to the proposed research
are given, including the network coding model, adversary
model, and the pairing concept. In Section 3, the pro-
posed signature scheme is introduced in details. In Sec-
tions 4 and 5, the security analysis and performance
evaluation are presented, respectively. In Section 6, the
related works are discussed, followed by the conclusions
in Section 7.
2. Preliminaries

In this section, we briefly present the practical network
coding and the adversary model, followed by the introduc-
tion of bilinear pairing, which is the foundation of the pro-
posed scheme.
2.1. Network coding model

The principle behind network coding is to allow inter-
mediate nodes to re-encode the incoming packets. In prac-
tical network coding [16,35], the information source
outputs a continuous stream of packets, which can be
grouped into blocks with n source packets per block.
Let all the code packets in the network related to the kth
source block be denoted by generation k. To keep tracking
of packets in same generation, each packet is tagged with
its generation number k.

Fig. 1 illustrates a typical network node with three
incoming links and one outgoing link. Packets with gener-
ation number (shown as shade) arrive sequentially through
each link and are put into a buffer sorted by generation,
where the packets with the ‘‘active generation” at the head
of the queue. Once there is a transmission opportunity for
an outgoing link, an outgoing packet is formed by taking a
random linear combination of packets with the active
generation.
In the following, we introduce the general algebraic
model of network coding. Let an acyclic network ðV ; E; cÞ
be denoted by a set of nodes (or vertices) V, a set of direc-
ted links (or edges) E with unit capacity edges, i.e., cðeÞ ¼ 1
for all e 2 E, which means that each edge can carry one
symbol per unit of time. Assume that each symbol is an
element of a finite field Zq, where q is a primer.

In the proposed scheme, we consider a single source
s 2 V and a set of sinks T # V(or a single node t 2 VÞ. Let
n ¼ MinCutðs; TÞ be the multicast capacity. Assume that s
attempts to send some information blocks to the sinks in
T # V . For one block with a given generation number, it
can be divided into n packets fBr

1;B
r
2; . . . ;Br

ng per block.
Similar to the setting in [5,12], each packet Br

i ði ¼
1; . . . ;nÞ is further divided into m symbols, which can be
denoted as a vector such as Br

i ¼ ½b
r
i;1; b

r
i;2; . . . ; br

i;m�, where
br

i;j 2 Zqð1 6 j 6 mÞ is the original symbols. The auxiliary
variables tr and gr are the time-stamp and the generation
number, respectively, and hð�Þ is a one-way hash function
such as SHA-1.

For each edge e emanating from a node v, let yðeÞ 2 Zq

denote the symbol carried on e, which can be computed
as a linear combination of the symbols yðe0Þ carried on
edges e0 entering node v, namely, yðeÞ ¼

P
e0be0ðeÞyðe0Þ.

The coefficients be0 ðeÞ form a local encoding vector
bðeÞ ¼ ½be0 ðeÞ� on edge e.

In practical networks, symbols flow sequentially over
the edges, and they are grouped into packets. Correspond-
ing to the source packet Br

i ¼ ½b
r
i;1; b

r
i;2; . . . ; br

i;m�, each packet
in the network can be considered as a vector YrðeÞ ¼
½yr

1ðeÞ; yr
2ðeÞ; . . . ; yr

mðeÞ�. Thus, each packet YrðeÞ on edge e
can be computed as a linear combination of the packets
Yrðe0Þ on the preceding edges or, alternatively, as a linear
combination of the source packets fBr

1;B
r
2; . . . ;Br

ng by
induction

Y rðeÞ ¼
X

e0
be0 ðeÞY rðe0Þ ¼

Xn

i¼1

giðeÞ � B
r
i

¼
Xn

i¼1

giðeÞ � b
r
i;1; . . . ;

Xn

i¼1

giðeÞ � b
r
i;m

" #
: ð1Þ

The coefficients of this combination form a global encoding
vector GðeÞ ¼ ½g1ðeÞ; g2ðeÞ; . . . ; gnðeÞ� on edge e, which can be
computed recursively as GðeÞ ¼

P
e0be0 ðeÞGðe0 Þ, using the local

encoding vectors bðeÞ. The vector GðeÞ represents the sym-
bol Y rðeÞ in terms of the source symbols fBr

1;B
r
2; . . . ;Br

ng.
To facilitate the decoding at the sinks, each packet car-

ried on edge e is appended with its global encoding vector
GðeÞ. This can be achieved by prefixing the ith packet vec-
tor Br

i with the ith unit vector U i and applying the algebraic
operations to the resulting vector, i.e., ½Y rðeÞ;GðeÞ� ¼P

e0be0 ðeÞ½biYrðe0Þ;Gðe0Þ� ¼
Pn

i¼1giðeÞ � ½B
r
i ;U i�. Therefore, the

augmented source packet ~Br
i and corresponding encoded

packet eY rðeÞ are denoted aseBr
i ¼ ½B

r
i ;U i�

¼ ½br
i;1; . . . ; br

i;m|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
m

;0; . . . ; 0|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
i�1

;1;0; . . . ;0|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
n�i

�

¼ ½~br
i;1; . . . ; ~br

i;m|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
m

; ~br
i;mþ1; . . . ; ~br

i;mþn|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
n

�; ð2Þ
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eY rðeÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1

giðeÞ � ~Br
i

¼
Xn

i¼1

giðeÞ � ½B
r
i ;U i�

¼ ½yr
1ðeÞ; . . . ; yr

mðeÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
m

; g1ðeÞ; . . . ; gnðeÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
n

�

¼ ½~yr
1ðeÞ; . . . ; ~yr

mðeÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
m

; ~yr
mþ1ðeÞ; . . . ; ~yr

mþnðeÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
n

�; ð3Þ

Tagging each packet with the corresponding global encod-
ing vector allows the distributed decoding procedure and
requires no knowledge of encoding functions for the nodes.
Furthermore, once a sink t 2 T receives n packets
Y rðe1Þ;Y rðe2Þ; . . . ;Y rðenÞ, which can be denoted as

Y rðe1Þ
. . .

Y rðenÞ

264
375 ¼ g1ðe1Þ g2ðe1Þ � � � gnðe1Þ

. . . � � � � � � � � �
g1ðenÞ g2ðenÞ � � � gnðenÞ

264
375 � Br

1

. . .

Br
n

264
375

¼ Gt �
Br

1

. . .

Br
n

264
375;

where the GðeiÞ is the global encoding vector associated
with Y rðeiÞ. Then sink t can recover the n source packets.
The matrix Gt is invertible with high probability, if the
coefficients in local encoding vectors are chosen randomly
from Zq with an adequately larger size than that of the net-
work [17,18].

2.2. Adversary model

In the proposed scheme, we assume that a source,
which utilizes the networking systems to provide content
distribution service for multiple sinks, is always trusted
while the forwarders may not be trusted since they may
potentially disrupt the normal coding operation by send-
ing/injecting invalid packets. Therefore, network coding
based applications may be vulnerable to various potential
attacks. Generally, the possible attacks considered in this
paper include Pollution Attacks and Forgery Attacks, which
can further classified into general forgery attacks and ran-
dom forgery attacks.

(1) Pollution attacks: The pollution attack can be
defined as that a malicious intermediate node can
inject junk packets into the network to pollute the
output, and further contaminate the entire down-
stream, preventing proper decoding. Formally, we
describe the pollution attacks as follows. A packeteY rðeÞ is a polluted one if the vector eY rðeÞ is not equal
to the product of the original augmented packet vec-
tor ½eBr

1;
eBr

2; . . . ; eBr
n�and the global encoding vector, i.e.,
eY rðeÞ–
Xn

i¼1

giðeÞeBr
i or eY rðeÞ–

Xmþn

j¼1

Xn

i¼1

giðeÞ~br
i;j;

ð4Þ

where GðeÞ ¼ ½g1ðeÞ; g2ðeÞ; . . . ; gnðeÞ� is the global
encoding vector embedded into packet eY rðeÞ.
(2) Forgery attacks: The attackers can also try to forge
signatures to prevent the intermediate nodes from
detecting the forged packets, which is defined as
general forgery attack. A variant of forgery attack is
random forgery attack, which can be defined as that,
given signatures on a small set of known messages,
the adversary can forge signatures for other possible
messages [38]. In the context of network coding,
random forgery attacks mean that an attacker
attempts to generate valid signatures for arbitrarily
false encoded packets based on the collected signa-
tures for stale encoded packets.

2.3. Identity-based cryptography and bilinear pairing

Identity-based cryptography (IBC) is a type of public-
key cryptography in which the public key of a user is its
unique identity information. The primary IBC schemes in-
clude Boneh et al.’s pairing-based scheme [19], Cocks’s
quadratic-residue based scheme [37], etc. As an important
IBC scheme, the pairing-based IBC scheme can offer lower
transmission cost compared with the traditional RSA-
based schemes due to the smaller signature overhead.
We briefly introduce the bilinear pairing as follows.

Let G and GT respectively be a cyclic additive group and
a cyclic multiplicative group generated by P with the same
prime order q, i.e., jGj ¼ jGTj ¼ q. Let ê : G�G! GT be a
bilinear map, which satisfies the following properties:

(1) Bilinear: 8P;Q ;R 2 G and 8a; b 2 Zq; êðQ ; P þ RÞ ¼
êðP þ R;QÞ ¼ êðP;QÞ � êðR;QÞ. Especially, êðaP; bPÞ ¼
êðP; bPÞa ¼ êðaP; PÞb ¼ êðP; PÞab.

(2) Non-degenerate: 9P;Q 2 G such that êðP;QÞ – 1GT
.

(3) Computable: 8P;Q 2 G, there is an efficient algo-
rithm to calculate êðP;QÞ.

Such a bilinear map ê can be constructed by the modi-
fied Weil [19] or Tate pairings [20] on elliptic curves, on
which the Decisional Diffie–Hellman (DDH) problem is
easy to be solved while the Computational Diffie–Hellman
(CDH) problem is believed hard [21].
3. An efficient dynamic-identity based signature
scheme for network coding

In this section, we propose an efficient dynamic-identity
based signature scheme for network coding, where each
node can rapidly tag/drop packets from pollution attacks
and thwart random forgery attacks.

3.1. Dynamic-identity based signature scheme

The proposed signature scheme is based on identity-
based cryptography [19]. There are three parties in the
system: the forwarders (signer and verifier), the sinks
(verifier), and the source (verifier). The source is responsi-
ble of generating public/private security parameters, and
the public security parameters can be published with the
trusted third party’s signature.
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The basic scheme mainly consists of three algorithms:
setup, sign, and verifying.

Setup: In this phase, the source needs to set up the ba-
sic security parameters and to generate the following pri-
vate/public key pairs, pseudo identity and the resultant
identity-aware signature keys.

(1) Bilinear map parameters: Let G and GT be a cyclic
additive group and a cyclic multiplicative group,
where G and GT are generated by P with the same
order q. Let ê : G�G! GT be a bilinear map. H(�)
is a MapToPoint hash [21] function such that
H : f0;1g� ! G.

(2) The source generates mþ n random numbers
fs1; s2; . . . ; smþng 2 Z�q as its secret master keys. The
source also derives a temporary pseudo identity
PID from its real identity ID. the source pre-com-
putes the following mþ n temporary secret signa-
ture keys:
SK ¼ fSKijSKi ¼ siHðPIDÞ; 1 6 i 6 mþ ng; ð5Þ

where H(�) is a MapToPoint hash [21] function such
as H : f0;1g� ! G. Note that, to preserve the privacy
of signature keys SKi, the temporary pseudo identity
PID will be changed, once a source has sent
ðmþ n� 1Þ=nb c � n linear independent packet vec-

tors. Specially, for the kth identity refreshment, we
can introduce one-way forward hash chain to up-
date the pseudo identity PID as
PID ¼ hkðIDÞ; ð6Þ

where h(�) is a one-way hash function such that MD5
or SHA-1. With the parameter fID; kg, a node can
easily verify the authenticity of pseudo identity PID
by checking PID ¼ hkðIDÞ.
(3) The source uses mþ n master keys fs1; s2; . . . ;

smþng 2 Z�q to compute the following public keys:
PK ¼ fPKijPKi ¼ siP; 1 6 i 6 mþ ng: ð7Þ

Finally, the source publicizes the security parame-
ters fG;GT; q; P;PK; IDg to all nodes.Sign: According
to the network coding model, the source calculates
the signatures for its packets feBr

1;
eBr

2; . . . ; eBr
ng,

respectively. Let HSð�Þ denote the homomorphic sig-
nature function. For eBr

i , the corresponding signa-
tureHSðeBr

i Þcan be defined as

HSðeBr
i Þ ¼

Xmþn

j¼1

~br
i;jSKjg ¼

Xmþn

j¼1

f~br
i;jsjHðPIDÞ

( )
: ð8Þ

Then, the source constructs and delivers a packet
fPID; k; eBr

i ;HSðeBr
i Þg to the downstream nodes. Simi-

larly, the signature of encoded packet eY rðeÞ in Eq.
(5) can also be denoted as

HSðeY rðeÞÞ ¼
Xmþn

j¼1

f~yr
j ðeÞSKjg ¼

Xmþn

j¼1

f~yr
j ðeÞsjHðPIDÞg:

ð9Þ

For securing network coding, each node needs to ap-
pend signature HSðeY rðeÞÞ to its output packet eY rðeÞ.
Due to the homomorphism of the signature function,
it is not required to compute HSðeY rðeÞÞ such as Eq.
(10). For an output packet eY rðeÞ ¼ ½Y rðeÞ;UðeÞ� ¼Pn

i¼1giðeÞ � eBr
i , its signature can also be calculated

as
  !

HSðeY rðeÞÞ ¼ HS

Xn

i¼1

giðeÞeBr
i

¼
Xmþn

j¼1

SKj

Xn

i¼1

giðeÞ~br
i;j

 !

¼
Xn

i¼1

giðeÞ
Xmþn

j¼1

~br
i;jSKj

 ! !

¼
Xn

i¼1

giðeÞHSðeBr
i Þ ð) Eq: ð9ÞÞ: ð10Þ
Verifying: To efficiently thwart the pollution attacks and
the random forgery attacks, the forwarders or sinks per-
form the following dynamic-identity-based packet verifi-
cation procedure.
Step (1) On receiving the encoded packet fPID; k; eY rðe0Þ;

HSðeY rðeÞÞg from an incoming edge e0, the for-
warders or sinks with the parameters fG;GT; q;
P;PK; IDg verify the authenticity of both pseudo
identity PID and the corresponding signature by
checking if
PID ¼ hkðIDÞ; ð11Þ

êðHSðeY rðe0ÞÞ; PÞ ¼ ê HðPIDÞ;
Xmþn

j¼1

~yr
j ðe0ÞPKj

 !
: ð12Þ
Eq. (12) holds since

êðHSðeY rðe0ÞÞ; PÞ

¼ ê
Xmþn

j¼1

~yr
j ðe0ÞSKj; P

 !
¼ ê

Xmþn

j¼1

~yr
j ðe0ÞsjHðPIDÞ; P

 !

¼ ê HðPIDÞ;
Xmþn

j¼1

~yr
j ðe0ÞsjP

 !
¼ ê HðPIDÞ;

Xmþn

j¼1

~yr
j ðe0ÞPKj

 !
:

ð13Þ

The bogus packets are discarded, and the valid packets are
accepted and further used for encoding or decoding. Eq.
(12) indicates that the computation cost to verify a signa-
ture primarily consists of two pairing, mþ n point multi-
plications, and one MapToPoint hash operation. The
computation cost of a pairing operation is much higher
than that of a MapToPoint or point multiplication one.

According to the bilinear property of pairing, the verifi-
cation cost in Eq. (12) could also be reduced by pre-compu-
tation optimization as follows:

êðHSðeY rðe0ÞÞ; PÞ ¼
Ymþn

j¼1

êð~yr
j ðe0ÞHðPIDÞ; PKjÞ

¼
Ymþn

j¼1

êðHðPIDÞ; PKjÞ
~yr

j
ðe0Þ ¼

Ymþn

j¼1

d
~yr

j
ðe0Þ

j ; ð14Þ
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where dj ¼ êðHðPIDÞ; PKjÞ is pre-computed and distributed
in advance. Thus the time-consuming pairing operation is
replaced with comparable low-cost exponential operation.

3.2. Batch verification

We can further reduce the computation overhead and
accelerate the verification process of identity-based signa-
tures by using batch verification [22–28], which can verify
all received signatures synchronously instead of
sequentially.

As shown in Fig. 1, all packets entering a node will be
tagged by generations. Each emanated packet is formed
by taking a random linear combination of packets with
the same generation. In the following, we introduce two
forms of batch verification, packet-based batch verification
and generation-based batch verification, to optimize the
performance. The generation-based batch verification is
well suitable for the interleaving generation coding policy
introduced in [35], which can effectively reduce the delay
spread.

Packet-based batch verification: For each outgoing
edge e at a forwarder or sink v, let eY rðeÞ denote the packet
carried on e. Packet eY rðeÞ can be computed as a linear com-
bination of the packet eY rðe0Þ on edges e0 entering a for-
warder, namely, eY rðeÞ ¼

P
e0be0 ðeÞeY rðe0Þ. Due to the

homomorphic signature function, the signature of this
new packet tagged with generation r can be obtained as

HSðeY rðeÞÞ ¼
X

e0
be0 ðeÞHSðeY rðe0ÞÞ: ð15Þ

Eq. (15) holds since

HSðeY rðeÞÞ ¼ HS

X
e0

be0 ðeÞeY rðe0Þ
 !

¼ HS

X
e0

be0 ðeÞ
Xn

i¼1

giðe0ÞeBr
i

 ! !

¼
Xmþn

j¼1

SKj

X
e0

be0 ðeÞ
Xn

i¼1

giðe0Þ~br
i;j

 ! !

¼
X

e0
be0 ðeÞ

Xmþn

j¼1

SKj

Xn

i¼1

giðe0Þ~br
i;j

 ! !

¼
X

e0
be0 ðeÞ

Xn

i¼1

giðe0Þ
Xmþn

j¼1

SKj
~br

i;j

 ! !

¼
X

e0
be0 ðeÞ

Xn

i¼1

giðe0ÞHSðeBr
i Þ

 ! !
¼
X

e0
be0 ðeÞHSðeY rðe0ÞÞ ð) Eq: ð12ÞÞ: ð16Þ

Consider eY rðeÞ ¼
P

e0be0 ðeÞeY rðe0Þ ¼ ½~yr
1ðeÞ; . . . ; ~yr

mþnðeÞ�, the
forwarder or sink can verify the authenticity of the corre-
sponding signatures HSðeY rðeÞÞ by checking if

êðHSðeY rðeÞÞ; PÞ ¼ êðHðPIDÞ;
Xmþn

j¼1

~yr
j ðeÞPKjÞ: ð17Þ

The packet-based batch verification equation can be
proved similar to that of Eq. (13).
Let inðvÞ ¼ fejoutðeÞ ¼ vg and jinðvÞj denote the edge set
and the average number of edges entering a node v, respec-
tively. From the batch verification equation, the computa-
tion cost to verify such jinðvÞj signatures is dominantly
comprised of ðmþ nþ jinðvÞjÞ point multiplication opera-
tions, one MapToPoint hash operation, and two pairing
operations. Compared to the sequential verification using
Eq. (12), the number of time-consuming pairing operation
is reduced to two from 2jinðvÞj, and the number of point
multiplication operations is reduced to ðmþ nþ jinðvÞjÞ
from jinðvÞjðmþ nÞ.

Generation-based batch verification: To further re-
duce the verification cost, each forwarder can aggregate
the multiple packet-based signatures associated to the
same pseudo-identity PID, and then perform the genera-
tion-based batch verification on the aggregated signature.
In our scheme, the aggregate signature is equal toPk

i¼1xi, given any k distinct generate-based signatures
sent by the same signer, x1;x2; . . . ;xk. For example, as
shown in Fig. 1, a forwarder receives three types of packets
tagged with generation fu; v;wg during a given period. In-
stead of separately verifying the three emanated packets
denoted by feY uðeÞ; eY vðeÞ; eY wðeÞg, each forwarder can verify
them in batch as follows, by aggregating these three signa-
tures with same source pseudo-identity PID

êðHSðeY uðeÞÞ þ HSðeY vðeÞÞ þ HSðeY wðeÞÞ; PÞ

¼ ê HðPIDÞ;
Xmþn

j¼1

ð~yu
j ðeÞ þ ~yv

j ðeÞ þ ~yw
j ðeÞÞPKj

 !
; ð18Þ

where f~yu
j ðeÞ; ~yv

j ðeÞ; ~yw
j ðeÞg is the element in vectors

f
P

e0be0 ðeÞeY uðe0Þ;
P

e0be0 ðeÞeY vðe0Þ;
P

e0be0 ðeÞeY vðe0Þg.
Let e be the number of generations associated to all the

packets entering a node v for a given time window. With-
out loss of generality, assume that each generation-based
aggregate signature include jinðvÞj packet-based signatures
embedded in the packets entering the node v. So the com-
putation cost to verify such e generation-based signature
primarily consists of mþ nþ ejinðvÞj point multiplication
operations, one MapToPoint hash operation, and two pair-
ing operations. Compared with the sequential verification
in Eq. (12), an attractive result is that the number of
time-consuming pairing operation is reduced to two from
2ejinðvÞj, and the number of point multiplication opera-
tions is reduced to mþ nþ ejinðvÞj from ejinðvÞjðmþ nÞ.
Thus, the verification delay for a node to verify a large
number of received massages can be dramatically reduced,
which can apparently reduce the packet loss ratio due to
the bottleneck of signature verification.
3.3. M-BAT: multi-level binary authentication tree

If the aggregate signatures pass verification, all the in-
put packets are accepted. Otherwise, one or more packets
should be polluted, and therefore, further verification
should be carried out. Here, we introduce a modified ver-
sion of Binary Authentication Tree (BAT) in [29], called
M-BAT (Multi-level BAT) to find the malicious packets,
which can efficiently address the robustness issues of
aggregate signatures.
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Fig. 2. Multi-level binary authentication tree (M-BAT).
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Our approach is based on the data structure in Fig. 2.
The M-BAT primarily consists of two level sub-trees. The
upper-level tree, called generation-based sub-tree, is used
to aggregate the generation-based signatures associated
to same information source, whereas the lower-level tree,
called packet-based sub-tree, is used to aggregate the pack-
et-based signature associated to same generation.

Without loss of generality, for a given interval, the gen-
erations of the incoming packets at a forwarder are de-
noted as fk; kþ 1; . . . ; kþ b� 1g, where b ¼ 2g , and the
number of edges e0 entering a forwarder is equal to
a ¼ 2h. For each edge e emanated from this forwarder,
the packet ~YrðeÞ carried on e, tagged with generation r
(k 6 r < kþ bÞ, can be computed as a linear combination
of the packet eY rðe0iÞ on edges e0, namely, eY rðeÞ ¼Pk�1

i¼0 be0
i
ðeÞeY rðe0iÞðk 6 r < kþ bÞ. Then, the lower sub-tree

and the upper sub-tree of an M-BAT can be constructed
as follows, respectively. For the lower sub-tree,

(1) The leaf nodes hr;h; viðv ¼ 0;2; . . . ; a� 1; k 6 r <
kþ bÞ are associated with the signatures ar

v ¼
be0v
ðeÞHSðeY rðe0vÞÞ, respectively;

(2) Inner nodes hr;0;0iðk 6 r < kþ bÞ, as the root of
lower sub-tree and the leaf node of upper sub-tree,
are respectively associated to the signatures of
HSðeY rðeÞÞðk 6 r < kþ bÞ in Eq. (15), which are calcu-
lated as HSðeY rðeÞÞ ¼

P
e0be0 ðeÞHSðeY rðe0ÞÞ. The inner

sub-root hr;0; 0i is associated with an aggregate sig-
nature ar

h0;0i ¼
Pa�1

i¼0 ar
i .

(3) The other node hr; l; við0 < l < hÞ is associated with
an aggregate signature ar

hl;vi for the leaf nodes of a

sub-tree rooted at hr; l; vi, where ar
hl;vi ¼

Pk2
i¼k1

ar
i ¼Pk2

i¼k1
be0

i
ðeÞHSðeY rðe0iÞÞ; k1 ¼ 2h�l � v, and k2 ¼ 2h�l�

ðvþ 1Þ � 1. The authenticity of the signature ar
hl;vi

can be verified by checking if
 !

êðar

hl;vi; PÞ ¼ ê
Xk2

i¼k1

be0
i
ðeÞHSðeY rðe0iÞÞ; P

¼ ê HðPIDÞ;
Xmþn

i¼1

~yr
i ðeÞPKi

 !
; ð19Þ
where each symbol ~yr
i ðeÞð1 6 i 6 mþ nÞ is the ele-

ment in vector
Pk2

i¼k1
be0

i
ðeÞeY rðe0iÞ. Eq. (19) can be

proofed similarly as that of Eq. (13).

On the other hand, the upper sub-tree is used to per-

form generation-based binary verification, it is constructed
as follows:

(1) The leaf node hg; viðv ¼ r � k; k 6 r < kþ bÞ is a
counterpart of the root node hr;0;0i of a lower
sub-tree. It is associated with a packet-based aggre-
gate signature bv ¼ HSðeY rðeÞÞ, which is tagged with
generation r ðk 6 r < kþ bÞ;

(2) The root h0;0i is associated with an aggregate signa-
ture bh0;0i ¼

Pk�1
i¼0 bi. Each inner node hl; vi ðl 6 g � 1Þ

is associated with an aggregate signature
bhl;vi ¼

Pk2
i¼k1

bi in the leaf nodes of the sub-tree
rooted at hl; vi, where bhl;vi ¼

Pk2
i¼k1

bi ¼
Pk2

i¼k1
HS�

ðeY iþkðeÞÞ; k1 ¼ 2g�l � v, and k2 ¼ 2g�l � ðvþ 1Þ � 1. The
authenticity of the aggregate signature bhl;vi can be
verified by checking if
êðbhl;vi; PÞ ¼ ê
Xk2

i¼k1

HSðeY iþkðeÞÞ; P
 !

¼ ê HðPIDÞ;
Xmþn

i¼1

~yr
i ðeÞPKi

 !
; ð20Þ

where ~yr
i ðeÞ is the element in vector

Pk2
i¼k1

eY iþkðeÞ.

Similar to binary-searching algorithm, searching a BAT

is a process that recursively verifies the sub-tree dictated
by the current authentication status of aggregate signa-
tures. Consider the first step to verify the aggregate signa-
ture at root node bh0;0i. If the aggregate signature at bh0;0i is
genuine, all the signatures in the leaf-nodes are authentic.
Otherwise, it further verifies the aggregate signatures of
the left-child node bh1;0i or right nodes bh1;1i in the same
way, respectively. This binary checking process will be
iteratively carried out in Up-to-Bottom way until all bogus
packets are found.

The performance evaluation of M-BAT is not trivial,
which relies on the number of bogus signatures. According
to the theoretical analysis for identity-based binary batch
verification in [29], the number of time-consuming pairing
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operations to check k signatures with r bogus ones is
approximately equal to 2ðr þ 1Þ logðk=rÞ þ 4kþ 2 on
average.

4. Security analysis

In this section, we will respectively analyze the hash
collision, signature forging, and pair-wise byzantine at-
tacks, which is generally related to the batch verification.
We assume that the source is always trusted, and the for-
warders may not be trusted.

4.1. Hash collision

To thwart the signature scheme, an adversary may
either generate a hash collision for the signature
HSðeY rðeÞÞ or may forge a signature which can pass the
verification.

Firstly, we show that even if an adversary is with the
knowledge of SKi ð1 6 i 6 mþ nÞ, generating a hash colli-
sion message is still as hard as computing discrete loga-
rithm problem (DLP).

Proposition 1. For mþ n distinct points SKi ð1 6 i 6 mþ nÞ
on an elliptic curve E=Fq contained in a cyclic subgroup of
prime order q, given a message eY ðeÞ ¼ ð~y1ðeÞ; . . . ; ~ymþnðeÞÞ 2
Fmþn

q with its signature HSðeY ðeÞÞ ¼Pmþn
k¼1 f~ykðeÞSKkg, gener-

ating a hash-collision message eY 0ðeÞ ¼ ð~y01ðeÞ; . . . ; ~y0mþnðeÞÞ 2
Fmþn

q from eY ðeÞ is equivalent to solve a hard DLP problem,
where ~YðeÞ–eY 0ðeÞ and HSðeY ðeÞÞ ¼ HSðeY 0ðeÞÞ.
Proof. First, consider the case that mþ n ¼ 2. Let SK1 and
SK2 be two distinct points of order q on E=Fq. Given a valid
message eY ðeÞ ¼ f~y1ðeÞ; ~y2ðeÞgwith its signature HSðeY ðeÞÞ ¼
~y1ðeÞSK1 þ ~y2ðeÞSK2, an adversary attempts to generate a
hash-collision message eY 0ðeÞ ¼ f~y01ðeÞ; ~y02ðeÞgðeY ðeÞ–eY 0ðeÞÞ
such that ~y1ðeÞSK1 þ ~y2ðeÞSK2 ¼ ~y01ðeÞSK1 þ ~y02ðeÞSK2. This
means ð~y1ðeÞ � ~y01ðeÞÞSK1 þ ð~y2ðeÞ � ~y02ðeÞÞSK2 ¼ O. Suppose
that ~y1ðeÞ ¼ ~y01ðeÞ, then ð~y2ðeÞ � ~y02ðeÞÞSK2 ¼ O. Since SK2 is
a point of order q, we have ð~y2ðeÞ � ~y02ðeÞÞ � 0modq, that
is, ~y2ðeÞ ¼ ~y02ðeÞ in Fq. This contradicts the assumption thateY ðeÞ–~Y 0ðeÞ in F2

q . Furthermore, if we fix ~y01ðeÞ and define
x ¼ ~y02ðeÞ, the problem becomes to determine x over group
E=Fq such that xSK2 ¼ ðð~y1ðeÞ � ~y01ðeÞÞSK1 þ ~y2ðeÞSK2Þ. Evi-
dently, this is a hard DLP problem.

For the case that mþ n > 2, given a messageeY ðeÞ 2 Fmþn
q with HSðeY ðeÞÞ ¼Pmþn

k¼1 ~ykðeÞSKk, the hash-

collision message eY 0ðeÞ 2 Fmþn
q should satisfy eY 0ðeÞ–eY ðeÞ

and
Pmþn

k¼1 ~ykðeÞSKk ¼
Pmþn

k¼1 ~y0kðeÞSKk, which also meansPmþn
k¼1 ð~ykðeÞ � ~y0kðeÞÞSKk ¼ O. Similar to the case when

mþ n ¼ 2, it is easy to proof that in order to satisfyPmþn
k¼1 ð~ykðeÞ � ~y0kðeÞÞSKk ¼ O, there exist at least two dis-

tinct items in eY ðeÞ and eY 0ðeÞ. Without loss of generality, let
the two items be ~yiðeÞ–~y0iðeÞ and ~yjðeÞ–~y0jðeÞ. Consider that

SKi ¼ siHðPIDÞ ð1 6 i 6 mþ nÞ, where secret si are ran-
domly chosen from Fq, we have

ð~yiðeÞ � ~y0iðeÞÞSKi þ
Xmþn

k¼1;k–i

fð~ykðeÞ � ~y0kðeÞÞs�1
2 skSKjg ¼ O;
where the coefficients rk ¼ s�1
2 sk are unknown to the ran-

dom oracle for the hash-collision algorithm. Fixing items
f~y0kðeÞj1 6 k 6 mþ n; k–ig and define x ¼ ~y0iðeÞ, the prob-
lem becomes how to determine x over group E=Fq such that
xSKi ¼ ð~yiðeÞSKi þ

Pmþn
k¼1;k–iðð~ykðeÞ � ~y0kðeÞÞs�1

2 skSKjÞÞ, which
is also a hard DLP problem. �
4.2. Signature forging and random forgery attacks

In this sub-section, we will show that forging a signa-
ture is at least as hard as solving the so-called computa-
tional Diffie–Hellman problem on the elliptic curve and
computing discrete logarithms.

Signature forging: A smart adversary may attempt to
derive the identity-aware signature keys SKið1 6 i 6
mþ nÞ from the transmitted packets, since each signature
HSðeY rðeÞÞ is a linear equation with mþ n unknown keys
SKi, i.e.,

HSðeY rðeÞÞ ¼
Xmþn

j¼1

~yr
j ðeÞSKj ¼

Xmþn

j¼1

ð~yr
j ðeÞsjHðPIDÞÞ:

However, as shown in Eq. (6), since the pseudo identity PID
of a source will be altered as PID ¼ hkðIDÞ after it sends
bðmþ n� 1Þ=nc � n linearly independent packets, the
adversary can only collect at most bðmþ n� 1Þ=nc � n linear
independent packets in term of key SKið1 6 i 6 mþ nÞ.
Thus, it cannot derive the identity-aware signature keys
SKi by solving the bðmþ n� 1Þ=nc � n linear independent
equations.

Therefore, as far as a group of signature keys SKi with a
pseudo identity PID are concerned, each signature
HSðeY rðeÞÞ ¼

Pmþn
k¼1 f~yr

kðeÞSKkg can be actually regarded as a
‘‘one-time” identity-based signature. Without the private
key SKi ð1 6 i 6 mþ nÞ, it is infeasible to forge a valid sig-
nature. Because of the NP-hard computation complexity
problem of Diffie-Hellman in G, it is difficult to derive
the private keys SKi ð1 6 i 6 mþ nÞ by using
fPID;HðPIDÞ; Pg and PKi ð1 6 i 6 mþ nÞ. At the same time,
since HSðeY rðeÞÞ ¼

Pmþn
k¼1 f~yr

kðeÞSKkg is a Diophantine equa-
tion, with the knowledge of HSðeY rðeÞÞ and
~yr

kðeÞ ð1 6 k 6 mþ nÞ, it is still difficult to get the private
keys SKi ð1 6 i 6 mþ nÞ. Therefore, forging the ‘‘one-time”
signature by attempting to derive SKi is computationally
difficult.

Random forgery attacks: In [38], Johnson et al. con-
clude that ‘‘In any additive signature scheme on the lattice
L ¼ ðZ=mZÞd, if one can get signature Sigðx1Þ; :::; SigðxdÞ,
where x1; . . . ; xd are a basis for L, then one can succeed at
any random forgery.” Therefore, knowing the signatures
on a basis is useless to forge a message, if computing the
representation of a given message in that basis is hard.

In previous homomorphic signature schemes for net-
work coding [5,12,13,36], the signature keys keep invari-
ant. However, in our scheme, the identity-aware signature
keys SKi ¼ siHðPIDÞ ð1 6 i 6 mþ nÞ, as the basis of a
ðmþ nÞ-dimension signature, is dynamically alterable,
since the pseudo identity PID will be altered as
PID ¼ hkðIDÞ after the source sends bðmþ n� 1Þ=nc � n line-
arly independent packets, as shown in Eq. (6). Therefore, an
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adversary can only collect at most bðmþ n� 1Þ=nc � n line-
arly independent signature HSðeY rðeÞÞ ¼

Pmþn
k¼1 f~yr

kðeÞSKkg in
term of SKið1 6 i 6 mþ nÞ, thus it is difficult to derive the
dynamic signature keys SKi by solving such
bðmþ n� 1Þ=nc � n linearly independent equations. In
other words, it is most unlikely for an adversary having sig-
natures on a basis of SKi ð1 6 i 6 mþ nÞ to forge a mes-
sage, since it is computationally hard to derive the linear
representation of a given message.
4.3. Pair-wise byzantine attacks

Generally, the batch verification may be exposed to a
specific attack, called the pair-wise byzantine attack [5].
For instance, an adversary with any two correct packets
Mi ði ¼ 1;2Þ is easy to create the following two corrupted
packets, M0

1 ¼ M1 þ e and M0
2 ¼ M2 � e. When they are ver-

ified in batch, the verifier will fail to capture the corrupted
packets due to M0

1 þM0
2 ¼ M1 þM2.

To address such byzantine attack in RSA-based batch
verification, a small exponent test method [23] is intro-
duced by multiplying each message with a random coeffi-
cient, respectively. Similarly, the proposed M-BAT
algorithm addresses this attack by generating each new
encoding vector with random local vectors. Thus, an adver-
sary can only launch a successful pair-wise attack, if it can
create two packets that after being multiplied by random
coefficients will counteract each other, which is very infea-
sible. For example, for a successful pair-wise attack, an
adversary with two correct messages Mi ði ¼ 1;2Þ is re-
quired to forge two messages M0

1 and M0
2 satisfying

w1M0
1 þw2M0

2 ¼ w1M1 þw2M2. However, due to the ran-
domness of coefficients w1 and w2, it is very unlikely to
generate such two message M0

1 and M0
2.
4.4. Discussion

As shown in the security analysis, the signatures on a
set of vectors ðv1; . . . ; vmÞ can be used to generate a valid
signature on any vectors from the vector space
V ¼ spanðv1; . . . ; vmÞ. Therefore, the proposed schemes
can efficiently thwart pollution attacks by signing linear
subspaces in the sense that a signature r on a subspace V
authenticates exactly those vectors in V.

Unlike polluted packets, an adversary may also arbi-
trarily forge non-innovative packets by launching a special
replay attack, called entropy attack [5]. Such non-
innovative packets preserve the linear algebraic
constraints on the original packets and the appended
encoding vectors. However, these packets with no new
coding information will reduce the decoding opportunities
at sinks and the overall throughput rate. How to efficiently
Table 1
Comparisons of computation overhead.

Scheme Signing

Yu et al.’s scheme ðmþ nþ 1Þ
Charles et al.’s scheme ðmþ nÞCmul

The proposed basic scheme ðmþ nÞCmul
filter out such non-innovative packets is another important
issue to be explored [36].
5. Performance evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the proposed scheme by
simulation, and compare it with Charles et al.’s scheme
and Yu et al.’s scheme in terms of computation and com-
munication overheads, respectively.
5.1. Computation overhead

We define the computation cost of the primarily crypto-
graphic operations as follows. Let Cme denote the time cost
to perform one modular exponent operation, Cmul the time
cost to perform a point multiplication over an elliptic
curve, Cmtp the time of a MapToPoint hash operation, and
Cpar the time of a pairing operation. We neglect all the triv-
ial operations such as addition operations for the sake of
simplicity.

Table 1 shows the combination of the dominant opera-
tions of the three signature schemes in terms of signing or
verifying an encoded packet, respectively. The proposed
scheme has the optimal computation complexity on aver-
age, considering that the point multiplication over an ellip-
tic curve (160-bits) has a lower cost than modular
exponential operations (1024-bits) with the same security
level. Specifically, when signing a packet, both the pro-
posed scheme and Charles et al.’s scheme need approxi-
mately ðmþ nÞCmul, while Yu et al.’s scheme requires
ðmþ nþ 1ÞCme. To verify a packet, the proposed scheme re-
quires Cmtp þ 2Cpar þ ðmþ nÞCmul and Charles et al.’s
scheme needs ðmþ nÞCpar þ ðmþ nþ 1ÞCmul, whereas Yu
et al.’s scheme involves ðmþ nþ 2ÞCme. Clearly, the num-
ber of time-consuming pairing operations in the proposed
scheme is remarkably reduced to two from ðmþ nÞCpar , due
to the adoption of the identity-based batch verification.

Note that since Yu et al.’s scheme and Charles et al.’s
scheme are not identity-based signature schemes, addi-
tional one Cme or Cmul operations are required to verify
the public key’s certificate.

Table 2 shows the comparisons of computation com-
plexity in term of different optimized verification policies.
Both the basic verification and pre-computation verifica-
tion have the similar performance. The packet-based batch
verification for authenticating jinðvÞj signatures and the
generation-based verification for authenticating ejinðvÞj
signatures can significantly reduce the verification cost in
term of the normalized verification cost per packet, with
the result of fðmþ nþ jinðvÞjÞCmul þ 2Cparg=jinðvÞj and
fðmþ nþ ejinðvÞjÞCmul þ 2Cparg=ðejinðvÞjÞ, respectively.
Verifying

Cme ðmþ nþ 2ÞCme

ðmþ nÞCpar þ ðmþ nþ 1ÞCmul

Cmtp þ 2Cpar þ ðmþ nÞCmul



Table 2
Computation comparisons of optimized policies.

Optimized policies Verification cost Normalized cost per packet

Basic verification 2Cpar þ ðmþ nÞCmul 2Cpar þ ðmþ nÞCmul

PRE verification Cpar þ ðmþ nÞCme Cpar þ ðmþ nÞCme

PB verification ðmþ nþ jinðvÞjÞCmul þ 2Cpar ðmþnþjinðvÞjÞCmulþ2Cpar

jinðvÞj

GB verification ðmþ nþ ejinðvÞjÞCmul þ 2Cpar ðmþnþejinðvÞjÞCmulþ2Cpar

ejinðvÞj

Note: (1) PRE: Pre-computation verification with one signature; (2) PB: Packet-Based verification with jinðvÞjsignatures; (3) GB: Generation-Based verifi-
cation with ejinðvÞj signatures.
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Note that the number of MapToPoint hash operations
HðPIDÞ is only one, so it is ignored in Table 2.

Packet verification is the primary workload of nodes
(forwarders or sinks). Efficient verification approaches
can eliminate the performance bottleneck and be helpful
to achieve the optimal rate when a source sends packets.
To compare the verification cost of the three schemes, we
first give the benchmarks of the primitive cryptographic
operations on Intel CoreTM 2 Duo 1.83 GHz Linux machine:
Cmul ¼ 0:75 ms;Cmtp ¼ 1:18 ms;Cpar ¼ 2:75 ms, and Cme ¼
0:83 ms. We also implement a super-singular curve of
embedded degree k ¼ 6 over F397 with C program. The
choice of the elliptic curve can certainly influence the over-
all computation cost of the proposed scheme. For example,
Barreto et al. [30] reduce the cost of generating a BLS sig-
nature [21] on a super-singular curve of embedded degree
k ¼ 6 over F397 , whereas the BLS scheme uses a super-sin-
gular curve y2 ¼ x3 þ 2x� 1 over F3l where l is a positive
exponent.

Fig. 3 shows the relationship between the verification
cost and the number of symbols per packet ðm ¼ 2nÞ.
The verification cost of different schemes approximately
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increases linearly along with the growth of the number
of symbols per packet. The verification cost of Charles
et al.’s scheme is always the largest. The verification cost
of the Zhu et al.’s scheme is close to that of the basic ver-
ification scheme, while the verification cost of the two
optimized methods (the packet-based or generation-
based batch verification) is much faster than the other
two schemes. Evidently, the packet-based or generation-
based batch verification can significantly reduce the veri-
fication delay in term of normalized verification cost. In
Fig. 3, we only show the verification cost for e ¼ 2 and
jinðvÞj ¼ 2. As shown in Table 2, the normalized verification
cost is approximately inverse proportional to
valuejinðvÞj or e. Hence, the proposed scheme effectively
eliminates the computation workload at each forwarder,
and can achieve the lower packet loss ratio when the net-
work traffic load increases, due to the identity-based
batch verification.

In adverse scenario with bogus packets, the batch veri-
fication is disabled. We can adopt the M-BAT algorithm to
address the robustness issue. The performance of BAT has
been discussed in [29].
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Table 3
Comparisons of transmission overhead per packet.

Yu et al.’s scheme Charles et al.’s scheme The proposed scheme

(128 + 675) bytes (22 + 125) bytes (44 + 22) bytes
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5.2. Communication overhead

Communication overhead contains a signature and a cer-
tificate appended to the original packet, while the packet
itself is not considered. Table 3 shows the comparison of
the three schemes in terms of communication overhead.
Yu et al.’s scheme can be considered as a RSA-based signa-
ture, and the size of its signature is 128 bytes. The signa-
ture of the proposed signature scheme and Charles
et al.’s scheme is similar to that of a BLS-based aggregate
signature scheme. Since the size of signature in BLS scheme
[21] is equal to that of the ECDSA signature of IEEE1069.2
[31], the size of a signature in the proposed scheme and
Charles et al.’s scheme is equal to that of the ECDSA, or
22 bytes.

In addition, we should take the certificate into consider-
ation, which incurs extra communication overhead. In
Charles et al.’s scheme or Yu et al.’s scheme, a certificate
must be transmitted along with the signature. If we adopt
the certificate in IEEE 1609.2 Standard [31], which has 125
bytes in length, the total transmission overhead of Charles
et al.’s scheme is 22 + 125 bytes, as shown in Table 3. Yu
et al.’s scheme also has to incorporate a certificate in the
packet, which is 675 bytes long in the case of using RSA
certificate according to X.509-v3 Standard [32]. The total
transmission overhead of Yu et al.’s scheme is 128 + 675
bytes. In contrast, the proposed scheme does not need
any certificate due to the adoption of identity-based cryp-
tography; instead, only a 44 bytes short-length identity is
sent, i.e., jPIDj ¼ jID1j þ jID2j ¼ 44 bytes. Thus, the total
transmission cost of the proposed scheme is 44 + 22 bytes.
6. Related works

Security issue in network coding has attracted increas-
ing attentions recently. To secure network coding against
pollution attacks, several efficient solutions have been ap-
peared, which can be primarily divided into two categories
from the view of cryptography.

In [14], Ho et al. propose a non-cryptography-based
scheme on how distributed randomized network coding
can be extended to detect Byzantine modification attacks
without the use of cryptographic functions. For the
scheme, a computation-efficient hash value is embedded
into each packet. The sinks can use the hashes to detect
integrity of the corresponding packets and with high prob-
ability, when there are Byzantine attacks. However, the
sinks cannot recover the source packets correctly, even
though the polluted packets have been detected. In [15],
Jaggi et al. introduce an information-theoretically secure
network coding, which can efficiently tolerate the presence
of Byzantine adversaries. The basic idea is to embed extra
parity information into the source packets so that the sinks
can use such information to recover the source packets
when suffering Byzantine attacks. To achieve optimal rate,
Jaggi et al. present several polynomial-time algorithms,
which can efficiently target adversaries with different
attacking capabilities even without any knowledge of the
topology. However, similar to Ho’s scheme, Jaggi’s scheme
can only allow the sinks, instead of the forwarders, to
detect Byzantine attacks. Since it cannot drop the junk
packets en-route, the scheme is unsuitable for resource-
constrained networks. Following Jaggi et al. scheme, Wang
et al. [33] introduce a broadcast-mode transformation for
network coding, which efficiently impedes the influence
of potential adversaries by limiting them to a single trans-
mission opportunity per generation. With a sufficient
diversity of internally-disjoint paths from source to sink(s),
the multicast capacity may not be greatly affected by this
transformation. In addition, combined with error-control
coding, this approach may be effective in dealing with
adversaries, particularly in such application scenarios,
where cost-prohibitive approaches may be infeasible.

Cryptography-based schemes primarily include homo-
morphic hash scheme [5,34,36], homomorphic signature
scheme [12,13], and secure random checksum scheme
[5]. All of these techniques try to detect a polluted packet
before it gets mixed into the buffer of forwarders. In [34],
Krohn et al. present a practical security scheme for peer-
to-peer content distribution by using homomorphic hash-
ing function, which enables a downloader to efficiently
perform on-the-fly verification of erasure-encoded blocks,
where each block is linear combination of original file
blocks. Gkantsidis et al. [5] extend Krohn et al.’s approach
and present a homomorphic hashing scheme for securing
peer-to-peer file distribution via network coding against
pollution attacks. The scheme remarkably reduces the cost
of verifying blocks on-the-fly while efficiently preventing
the propagation of malicious blocks. Due to the homomor-
phic hash function, the hash value of each linear encoded
block can be efficiently calculated as the homomorphic
hash combination of the original file blocks. However,
Gkantsidis et al.’s scheme needs an extra secure channel
for the source to distribute its hashes to all nodes before
sending the source blocks.

Charles et al. [12] design a different homomorphic sig-
nature scheme based on Weil pairing. The signature is cal-
culated based on augmented packet which covers both the
packet and its encoding vector. Hence, the scheme requires
no secure channel. However, this scheme relies on time-
consuming pairing computations over elliptic curves, and
cannot efficiently support batch verification [24]. Experi-
mental results show that Charles et al.’s scheme is much
slower than Gkantsidis et al.’s scheme in terms of packet
verification [13]. Following [5,12], Yu et al. [13] propose
an efficient signature-based scheme, which inherits the ba-
sic framework in [12] and the homomorphic signature in
[5]. It provides comparable computation-efficiency with
Gkantsidis et al.’s scheme, while offering similar security
of Charles et al.’s scheme.

Zhao et al. [39] also present a signature scheme for net-
work coding by authenticating the spanned vector sub-
space V ¼ spanðv1; . . . ; vmÞ. With the public signature
information, a node can verify if w 2 V for any received
packet w. One of the significant drawbacks in this scheme
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is that the size of both the signature information and the
public keys is at least the square root of the file size. More-
over, the scheme is not efficient for distributing multiple
files with the same public key, which significantly impairs
the system scalability. Finally, to pre-compute the public
signature information, the source is required to buffer
the entire file in advance, which enables the scheme not
suitable for transmitting on-the-fly streaming data.

Recently, Fan et al. [40] present an efficient privacy-pre-
serving scheme against traffic analysis attacks in Network
Coding. To thwarting the entropy attacks, Jiang et al. [36]
propose a self-adaptive probabilistic subset linear-
dependency test algorithm for securing network coding,
which can fast filter out the resultant packets from entropy
attacks and thus efficiently improve the data availability.
7. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed an efficient security
scheme for network coding against pollution attacks and
random forgery attacks. Two identity-based verification
techniques, packet-based and generation-based batch ver-
ification, enable a node to verify multiple received signa-
tures synchronously and require neither separate
certificates nor extra secure channels. In addition, our
scheme provides source authentication via the forward
one-way hash identity-chain. We have demonstrated that
the proposed scheme can achieve high efficiency and secu-
rity in packet signature and filtering, and meet the impor-
tant and emerging requirements for securing network
coding. Our future works include efficient privacy-
preservation signature scheme design in Xor-based wire-
less network coding.
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